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a b s t r a c t 

In a natural and accessible Human Robot Interaction (HRI), it is required to understand human activi- 

ties instantly. In this paper, we present a novel approach for early recognition of human actions. Using 

reinforcement learning, we separate human action to several patterns and learn pattern transition maps 

which include temporal ordered patterns and their transition relationships in action sequences. Due to 

the difficulty of pattern separation and definition in large quantity of action sequences for training, we 

adopt one-shot learning to automatically define patterns. Moreover, we propose a pattern transition map 

based soft-regression approach for early recognition. We evaluate the proposed approach on the MSR 

Action Pairs Database and the SYSU 3DHOI database. Experiments show that our approach recognizes 

ongoing sequences with high accuracies. Compared with state-of-the-art approaches, our proposed ap- 

proach also obtain encouraging results for full action sequence recognition. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, the robotics industry is booming in our world. 

Advances in robotics research bring robots closer to real world ap- 

plications. Although robots have become increasingly capable, pro- 

ductive interaction is still restricted to specialists in the field. A 

major challenge in designing robots for real-world applications is 

to enable natural and accessible interaction between robots and 

nontechnical users, while ensuring long-term, robust performance 

in complex environments without the direct control of a human 

operator. For the end, robots are required to understand and pre- 

dict next-step actions of users, and give a suitable response to 

users. Therefore, early recognition of human activities are very cru- 

cial in HRI. However, it is still a challenge problem. 

In traditional researches for action recognition, recognitions are 

performed after fully observing the entire video sequences [1–3] . 

Features in one video are integrated to one vector without con- 

sidering their orders for action representation. For early recogni- 

tion, Ryoo et al. [4] presented a dynamic bag-of-words approach 

to generate integral histograms of spatio-temporal features for 

modeling how feature distributions change over time. Barnachona 

et al. [5] also used the integral histogram for ongoing action rep- 

resentation, and a Dynamic Programming (DP) algorithm was used 
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to compare sub-actions and to compute the recognition score be- 

tween multiple human action instances. Though these approaches 

achieved encouraging recognition results, the temporal relation- 

ships of action sequences were ignored. Fig. 1 shows us two frame 

sequences. The top row expresses an action sequence of taking up 

a cup, and the bottom row is an action of putting down a cup. 

However, the two action sequences are composed of same frames, 

but in inverse temporal orders. It indicates that temporal relation- 

ships are crucial for human action representation and recognition. 

Temporal relationships are frequently represented by pose se- 

quences [6] and integrated silhouette [7] in action recognition. 

Moreover, local features in a spatio-temporal cuboid [8–10] are 

also integrated to represent temporal motion of actions. Compar- 

ing with local features consisting of hidden temporal information, 

inspired by the utility of event transition information in facial Ac- 

tion Units (AU) detection [11] , Kim et al. [12] presented a tem- 

poral segmentation and classification method that accounted for 

transition patterns between events of interest. They defined event 

peak patterns manually to segment event patterns and to calculate 

transition probabilities of connected patterns. Here, action pattern 

refers to a short frame/pose sequence which represents an action 

state in action meaning level. For instance, we may separate an ac- 

tion of “drinking” to four consistent patterns, “taking a cup”, “mov- 

ing cup near the mouth”, “drinking” and “moving cup away”. In 

HRI, robots are respected to understand human actions and to re- 

spond to users promptly. Approaches considering pattern transition 

is more suitable for HRI. Manually defining action patterns pro- 
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Fig. 1. Are they two actions? (a) Frames in the positive order; (b) Frames in the 

inverted order. 

vides clear transition relationships between patterns in [12] . How- 

ever, it is impossible to define patterns manually for large quantity 

of actions. Unsupervised clustering [13–15] and one-shot learning 

approaches [16,17] provide a suitable solution to define patterns 

automatically. 

Q-learning was first introduced by Watkins [18] in 1989, and 

Watkins and Dayan [19] presented the convergence proof later. 

Q-learning can be used to find an optimal action-selection pol- 

icy for any given (finite) Markov decision process (MDP). It works 

by learning an action-value function that ultimately gives the ex- 

pected utility of taking a given action in a given state and following 

the optimal policy thereafter [20] . Traditionally, Q-learning was ap- 

plied to solve control problems. A recent application of Q-learning 

to deep learning, developed by Google DeepMind, has been suc- 

cessful at playing some Atari 2600 games at expert human lev- 

els [21] . In this paper, we use the Q-learning to learn temporal re- 

lationships of action patterns and represent the relationships with 

transition rules for action early recognition. 

In this paper, we propose a novel approach combining one-shot 

learning and reinforcement learning for early recognition of hu- 

man actions. The framework is shown in Fig. 2 . To represent the 

temporal information of human actions, we separate action se- 

quences to several patterns and learn transition maps including 

temporal ordered patterns and their transition relationships us- 

ing reinforcement learning algorithm. Since human actions have 

various categories, varying flexibly, it is difficult to define large 

quantity of action patterns manually for training. Therefore, dif- 

ferent from [12] defining patterns manually, we adopt one-shot 

learning to automatically separate and define patterns in action 

sequences. Moreover, we propose a pattern transition map based 

soft-regression approach for action early recognition. There are two 

main contributions in this paper. First of all, we adopt one-shot 

learning to automatically separate and define patterns in action 

sequences. Secondly, we propose pattern transition maps to rep- 

resent temporal relationships of pattern sequences, and propose a 

pattern transition maps based soft-regression approach for action 

early recognition. 

The paper is arranged as following. We explain automatical sep- 

aration and definition of action patterns using one-shot learning 

in Section 3 . Section 4 expresses how to learn pattern transition 

maps using Q-learning algorithm. In Section 5 , the pattern transi- 

tion maps based soft-regression approach for action early recogni- 

tion is explained in detail. Experiment results and discussions are 

shown in Section 6 . Finally, we give conclusion in Section 7 . 

2. Related work 

For a natural and accessible interaction between robots and hu- 

man in real-world applications, robots are required to understand 

and predict next temporal activity of users, and give a suitable re- 

sponse. Two main research topics referring to human actions in 

HRI are human action recognition and action prediction. Among 

them, action recognition includes the after-the-fact recognition and 

early recognition. 

After-the-fact action recognition refers to recognizing hu- 

man actions after action information being totally observed. It 

is a traditional processing for action recognition. Most of recent 

works belong to after-the-fact recognition [3] . According to fea- 

tures used in recognition, recent works can be separated to ac- 

tion recognitions based on RGB features (including optical flow 

based approaches) [2,22–24] , skeleton features [25–27] , depth fea- 

ture based works [28,29] and confused features [30] . According 

to applications, we can classify action recognitions to surveil- 

lance, sports [31,32] , daily life [25] , cooking assistant [33] , chil- 

dren/elder care [34] and HRI [35] , etc. After-the-fact action recogni- 

tion achieves various results. However, since recognition delay ex- 

ists, it cannot be used in real-time applications. 

Early recognition is an important research topic for real-time 

action recognition in surveillance and HRI applications. With re- 

spect to the after-the-fact recognition, it is very common to inte- 

grate all features in an action sequence to one vector or one his- 

togram for action sequence representation. Similarly, for early ac- 

tion recognition, integral approaches are also used to represent the 

observed action sequences. Ryoo et al. [4] developed a methodol- 

ogy named dynamic bag-of-words to generate integral histograms 

of spatio-temporal features for modeling how feature distributions 

change over time, and Barnachona et al. [5] used the integral his- 

togram for ongoing sub-section action representation to realize 

early recognition. Moreover, Ryoo et al. [36] presented a method- 

ology for early recognition of activities from robot-centric videos 

(i.e., first-person videos) obtained from a robots viewpoint during 

its interaction with humans. In addition, Nicolescu et al. [35] pre- 

sented their works on action intention prediction and users need 

detection for realistic robot assistance. 

The other kind of approaches for early recognition are pattern 

transition based approaches. Kim et al. [12] presented a temporal 

segmentation and classification method that accounts for transition 

patterns between events of interest. On a real HRI platform, Kop- 

pula et al. [37,38] represent past action sections and possible future 

actions using an anticipatory temporal conditional random field 

(ATCRF) that models rich spatial-temporal relations among human 

and objects. For real-world HRI applications, action patterns or sec- 

tions based approaches are more suitable for early recognition and 

prediction because they are able to describe the varying tempo- 

ral relationships among human poses, objects and surroundings. 

Therefore, we separate patterns in action sequences and describe 

the transition relationship of patterns for early recognition in this 

paper. 

3. Automatical pattern definition using one-shot learning 

Human actions are composed of a sequence of continue poses. 

In order to represent temporal information of actions, we also sep- 

arate human actions to several short pose sequences like Kim et al. 

did [12] . One short pose sequence corresponds to one action pat- 

tern. In [12] , patterns are manually segmented and assigned pat- 

tern labels. However, pattern annotation manually is a very heavy 

work. To overcome the problem, we adopt one-shot learning to de- 

fine action patterns automatically. 

We automatically segment and define action patterns relying 

on the CS4VM (Cost-Sensitive Semi-Supervised Support Vector Ma- 
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